Abstract-We develop and analyze a new user-centric networking model for ubiquitous spectrum sharing where every user can share and use the spectrum under uncertainty of their traffic models. In this concept, users when connected to the Internet (wired/wireless) can dynamically serve as access points for other users in their vicinity. For this reason, the concept is referred to as user-centric distributed spectrum sharing. Each user in spectrum sharing mode utilizes a part of its available spectrum for its own traffic and remaining part to share with users in spectrum demanding modes. The model is designed as an operator supervised double-Stackelberg game with network operators, access points, and users as main players. We study network reliability and latency of the system under uncertainty of users' traffic patterns. The numerical results show that the proposed model, depending on different settings, can significantly improve both profit and utility for network operators and users, respectively. Furthermore, network reliability is significantly improved depending on the network parameters for both users and operators.
a customer and a provider of network access. The success of DNA relies on active user participation in addition to efficiency of NOs' incentive and pricing mechanisms. DNA as a user-centric networking model enhances network capacity and coverage without extending network fixed infrastructure.
However, previously proposed user-centric networking models [1] , [3] , [6] rely on deterministic traffic models of users sharing their resources and lack scalability due to the centralized solutions. Unlike these works, this paper introduces a user-centric distributed spectrum sharing (UDSS) model enabling any user throughout the wireless network to either share its resources to assist connections of spectrum demanding users (SDUs) or use the shared resources by spectrum sharing users (SSUs). Such dependable networking paradigm generates a time-varying network topology based on incentive and pricing mechanisms, traffic models and user requirements. Besides, users can reclaim their shared spectrum once they have their own traffic to send that results in interruptions in SDUs' transmissions. These DNA dynamics can be handled by avoiding to choose congested SSUs due to their higher interruption probabilities. SSUs can choose which SDU to interrupt based on its corresponding NO's incentive and pricing mechanisms. In this context, users can operate in three different states of sharing, demanding and idle depending on their traffic requirements and network condition. Every user in SDU mode can ask from both operators and available SSUs for spectrum. Every user in SDU mode can change its state to either SSU to share the unused spectrum with other SDUs or idle not to participate in the sharing process. NOs can control the states of users by developing suitable pricing and incentive mechanisms (PIMs). An idle user (IU) has no interest to participate in the spectrum sharing process since it has either no traffic to send or PIMs do not encourage it to share its resources. We will use the term 'user' to refer to IU, SDU and SSU, otherwise it will be stated explicitly.
A user would choose on its own with whom to share the spectrum and also in which state to operate. For its service, it expects to be reimbursed by the corresponding NOs. By offloading the local traffic from main base stations to local SSUs the overall interference reduces in the network which is in interest of NOs. If the traffic of a SSU increases, it may decide to extend its band and so interrupt a part of transmissions of SDUs already using that band. We define a new metric called SDU transmission interruption probability which indicates the probability that a user in SSU mode reclaims its spectrum shared with SDUs. We elaborate this parameter in order to clarify how efficient is the spectrum sharing process even when users have no prior knowledge about their own traffic. To this end, we include the transmission interruption probability in utility functions and also in pricing and reimbursement mechanisms. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• A new user-centric distributed spectrum sharing model (UDSS) enabled by DNA concept where users act as both the local spectrum consumers and providers.
• A new double Stackelberg game (DSG) is developed to model UDSS in DNA networks.
• An interruption-aware AP selection algorithm for users in the SDU mode to avoid selection of congested APs.
• An incentive/price-based interruption policy (PIP) for each user to force NOs to reduce/increase their prices/ incentives.
• Network reliability and low latency metrics are introduced to show to what extent NOs can rely on DNA to serve their out-of-coverage users. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II includes related works on user-centric networking models and terminologies of this paper. Section III provides the general system model. Section IV proposes a game theoretic model for UDSS. In Section V, a UDSS model with multiple operators is described in detail. In Section VI, Low Latency and Network Reliability are studied for both single and multi-operator scenarios. Section VII provides numerical results, and finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK AND TERMINOLOGIES
User-centric networking models [1] - [3] , [6] need to be adaptive and distributed in order to cope with network dynamics. The main shortcomings of the previously proposed models are: they lack scalability and do not incorporate any knowledge about traffic model of users. Moreover, these models do not consider dynamics of user-centric spectrum sharing, e.g. interruption probability, access point selection algorithm and spectrum outage probability.
Gao et al. [7] provided a new business model for a singleoperator DNA network. This work is not suitable for DNA networks with multiple operators. In addition, it does not consider spectrum outage, SDU transmission interruption rate and network reliability and latency in the analysis. Interactions between operator and mobile users are formulated by Khalili et al. [8] as a two-stage game. It is shown that the mobile users' capability to act either as regular user or access point can significantly influence the performance of the network. In this work, mobile users' memberships, which depend on traffic patterns, are studied without considering the traffic uncertainty.
Crowdsourcing [13] , [14] , [22] as an application of DNA in wireless networks enables mobile users to connect with each other and share their Internet connection. In these works, the connectivity is user-initiated and no specific business model is proposed. Afrasiabi and Guerin [15] presented a new insight into the viability of user-provided connectivity services, as well as simple pricing mechanisms to facilitate their successful and effective deployments. Additional works [7] - [39] and their contributions are listed in Table. I. In [9] -[11], hotspots are introduced as movable WiFi-based APs, which users can carry with themselves. NOs motivate users to share these hotspots with other users. The references in Table. I investigate possibilities of applying different techniques, i.e. crowdsourcing, cloud and edge computing, security and mobility management, and cognitive radio networks, to improve DNA performance. With all this in mind, we develop a usercentric distributed spectrum sharing model which is capable to adjust to the traffic dynamics.
Several recent papers propose pricing and incentive mechanisms for DNA [7] - [20] . However, these studies focus on the interaction between host and clients, and none of them considers uncertainty of traffic in their economic model in multiple operator networks. This uncertainty makes the availability of base stations' spectrum unreliable. In this paper, we model this effect through the SDU transmission interruption probability that depends on the uncertainty of the own traffic of SSU users. In addition, the spectrum outage probability and price/incentive-based SDU transmission interruption policy (PIP), introduced in this paper, are the concepts that have not been investigated in the previous works.
A. Terminologies and Definitions
In this section, we introduce the notations, basic definitions, network architecture, and define explicitly the spectrum sharing mechanism. By exploiting the DNA concept, motivated users might temporary act as user-provided dynamic access points (APs) by sharing their unused spectrum with spectrum demanding users (SDUs) in the network. The spectrum sharing users (SSUs) acting as APs can significantly improve network performance in terms of capacity and coverage. They create a time-varying network topology, where the numbers of spectrum sharing and spectrum demanding users change over time. SSU and SDU are two main operation modes of end-user devices in DNA. In the SSU state, an end-user device can be shared with other end-user devices, which are in the SDU state. A network operator (NO) provides access to the Internet by allocating its own Internet connections and can significantly benefit by additionally using user-provided resources. Therefore, strategy of deploying user and operator provided resources by network operators (NOs) results in different network models. First, a NO with fixed network infrastructure (FNI) relies only on pre-established APs (PAPs) to distribute the spectrum between end-user devices without any help from user-provided resources. Second, a NO with fully DNA-based (user-provided) network infrastructure (DNI) deploys only user-provided resources to serve its end-user devices. This type of network relies exclusively on userprovided resources. Third, a NO can simultaneously take advantages of both previous models to create a hybrid network infrastructure (HNI).
In the proposed user-centric distributed spectrum sharing (UDSS) model, interruption probability, sharing and incentive rates are the key parameters in the optimization process. This is because, the sharing process depends on users' traffic and behaviors in addition to NOs' pricing and incentive mechanisms. The NOs and users can enhance their utilities by offering proper incentive β and sharing rate α.
Definition 1: Interruption probability is the probability that a user in the SSU mode reclaims its shared spectrum from the users in the SDU mode using the spectrum.
Unlike PAPs every user j interrupts SDUs' transmissions with probability 0 γ j 1 to transmit their own traffic. This interruption probability depends on the traffic variation of j. The interruption probability may significantly degrade the performance of the spectrum sharing mechanism. Thus, it should be considered as a penalty term in the utility function to make SSU users to provide more reliable access for users in the SDU mode. This parameter will be elaborated in more detail later. Every user can make a new contract with NOs to operate in the SSU mode and share its unused bandwidth. A DNA contract defines a framework for NOs and users for sharing their spectrum with users in SDU mode. To that end, an acceptable range of the interruption probability for users should be specified in the contracts. The users should be aware that high interruption probability may diminish their benefit. Users might request spectrum from operators through two different DNA contracts: single-operator (SO) and multipleoperator (MO) types [40] . In the proposed spectrum sharing model, the spectrum is shared between users through a TDMA scheme. The time for spectrum sharing process is divided into fixed-length timeframes, t ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. A time-frame is a set of consecutive time-slots that NO and users can share their spectrum under current network state. The size of a time-frame for userprovided network depends on user-behaviors and their traffic models. Throughout the paper, notations N and n are used to denote the number of operators and index of n-th operator, respectively. Furthermore, N , J (t) = {J 1 (t), J 2 (t), . . . , J N (τ )}, and K(t) = {K 1 (t), K 2 (t), . . . , K N (t)} denote the sets of NOs, APs, and SDUs, respectively in time t. The n-th operator is defined by a tuple (W n , A n (t), β n (t), P n (t), p n (t)), where
A n,j and β n = {β n,1 , β n,2 , . . . , β n,Bu(t) } represent spectrum allocation to APs, total spectrum of NO n and incentive rate for users sharing their unused resources, respectively. Parameters p n (t) = {p n,1 , p n,2 , . . . , p n,K(t) } and P n (t) = {P n,1 , P n,2 , . . . , P n,Bu(t) } represent spectrum prices for users in the SDU and SSU modes, respectively. These prices can significantly change over time according to network state. Throughout the paper, unless stated otherwise explicitly, we use the term AP to refer to both dynamic and preestablished APs. We use PAP and SSU to specifically denote operator-provided AP and user-provided access point, respectively. Therefore, the index j is used for both PAPs and users in SSU modes, or APs in general. To simplify, we use terms SSU and SDU to temporary refer to users in SSU and SDU modes, respectively.
III. GENERAL SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a heterogeneous wireless network as depicted in In the proposed user-centric distributed spectrum sharing (UDSS), A n,j is the spectrum shared by NO n with AP j. Every PAP j shares all received bandwidth from NOs with SDUs. In DNA network, every SSU j shares its temporary unused spectrum k∈K(t) a j,k with SDUs, where a j,k is the spectrum shared by SSU j with SDU k. The set of SDUs accessing the spectrum of the same SSU j creates cluster L j . We denote the set of SDUs competing with SDU k to access the shared spectrum of AP j as L j (k). Every SSU j uses the spectrum n∈N A n,j − k∈Lj a j,k for its own data, where n∈N A n,j is the total spectrum acquired from operators and k∈Lj a j,k the total spectrum shared by AP j with SDUs. The problem of authentication of a given SDU when asking access from different operators is similar to the problem of roaming and deserves an additional attention. Due to the limited space it is omitted here.
Utility function of every user k in UDSS can be formulated as
where T
SSU k
and T
SDU k
denote the periods of time that user k acts as SSU and SDU, respectively. In (1), T
IDLE k
represents a period of time that user k does not participate in the spectrum sharing process due to unfavorable pricing and incentive mechanisms. Without loss of generality, we eliminate the third term in (1) and focus on optimizing SSU and SDU modes since users in the idle mode consume power with a constant rate. The life-cycle of user k is represented with T k given as Fig. 2 shows different states of a typical user in a DNAenabled wireless networks, according to incoming traffic, incentive and pricing mechanisms of NOs.
In the sequel, we drop index t from formulations to avoid complexity in notations.
A. User-Centric Distributed Spectrum Sharing (UDSS)
NOs are the main spectrum suppliers while users also can share their unused spectrum with other users depending on their traffic pattern in addition to pricing and incentive mechanisms. For this reason, there are two different spectrum sharing models in the market between users and APs. The first type is a conventional spectrum sharing model between PAPs and SDUs, and the second one is an opportunistic spectrum sharing model between SSUs and SDUs. The available spectrum in the second one changes with the traffic variations and behavior of user. The NOs motivate SSUs to demand more spectrum than they need for their own traffic by offering them incentives depending on the amount of the spectrum shared by each SSU. The SDUs opportunistically access the shared spectrum by SSUs, which can interrupt the ongoing-transmissions of SDUs. The SSUs have no information in advance about their own traffic variation to explicitly share their bandwidth and avoid interrupting SDU's transmissions. An interruption-aware AP selection (IAS) policy is deployed by SDUs in order to cope with SSUs' traffic uncertainties. The SDUs avoid to choose congested APs since their interruption probability is higher.
We model the interactions among the NOs, APs, and SDUs in both the sharing models with supply-demand concept, where each NO n assigns the band A n,j at the price P n,j to every AP j demanding D j,n . Every AP j shares a j,k
with SDUs and uses n∈N min(A n,j , D j,n ) − a j for its own data traffic. SDUs request all together d = k∈K j∈J d k,j bandwidth from SSUs, where d k,j is the demand of SDU k from SSU j. The supplies and demands are equal only in the market equilibrium points, where no player (NO, AP, or SDU) can improve its utility anymore.
The sharing rate of every SSU j in a given time-frame is then calculated by
where min(A n,j , D j,n ) and min(a j,k , d k,j ) ensure that suppliers (NOs and SSUs) cannot share more than their available spectrum and consumers (SSUs and SDUs) do not get more spectrum than their demands. According to (3), every SSU j assigns α j n∈N min(A n,j , D j,n ) to SDUs and
SSUs regulate the sharing parameters according to the prices and incentive rates. Aforementioned, sharing rate of every PAP j is one since it does not have any traffic of its own to send.
In the next sections, we develop a double Stackelberg game (DSG) with one leader and two group of followers based on standard Stackelberg game model (SGM) [41] - [44] to solve the spectrum sharing problem. In this game, an NO acts as the leader while the APs are the first followers and the SDUs are the second followers.
Note: Notations X J×N and Y J×K are used throughout the paper to denote the equilibrium points, where X j,n represents the equilibrium point between the demand of SSU j and supply of n-th NO, and Y j,k denotes the equilibrium point between the demand of SDU k and supply of SSU j.
IV. DOUBLE STACKELBERG GAME (DSG): A GAME THEORETIC MODEL Here, we consider a scenario with a single NO adjusting prices P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P J } and p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p K } for APs and SDUs, respectively, and incentive rate β = {β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β J }) for SSUs in the network. In sharing mode, every SSU j simultaneously gets the spectrum n∈N D j,n from NOs and shares a j,k with k-th SDU. Furthermore, SDU k gets the spectrum d j,k from AP j according to the price and the SSU's condition (e.g. the offered spectrum, distance, load).
The proposed DSG can be developed in four different steps: 1) NO (as a leader) broadcasts (P, d, β) to APs. 2) APs, which are the first group of followers, use (P, d, β) to calculate their Nash equilibrium point as the solution of the noncooperative game between APs. They send (D, a) back to the NO. 3) the NO broadcasts (p, a) to the SDUs. 4) The SDUs as the second followers find their optimum demand d and send it back to the NO. This procedure continues until all players reach the equilibrium points from which they have no incentive to deviate. Fig. 3 -a presents a general framework of a single-operator DNA network with different possible subgames: NO→APs→SDUs.
The backward induction technique (BIT) [45] , [46] is used to solve this sequential game. BIT is the process of "looking ahead and working backwards" to solve the subgames based on sequential rationality. BIT in the user-centric spectrum sharing is an iterative process to solve the sub-games sequentially, where each player (NO or SSU or SDU) optimizes its utility assuming the other players have taken their optimal actions. The process continues in this way backwards in time until all players' actions have been finalized.
A. Single Operator as Leader
The proposed DSG consists of two separate Stackelberg games with the same leader and different followers. In the first game, the NO is the leader and the APs are the followers. The NO broadcasts (P, d, β), then APs calculate (D, a). In the second Stackelberg game, the NO is the leader as before and SDUs are followers. Note that the second game takes place just after the first one until all players reach their equilibrium points. Fig. 3-b shows a sequence of actions between different groups of players in DSG.
The profit function of the NO is
where γ j represents the interruption probability of AP j, X j = n∈N X j,n and Y j = k∈K Y j,k denote the demanded and shared spectrum by AP j, respectively. Furthermore, Y k = j∈J Y j,k is the total demanded spectrum by SDU k. Every AP j gets X j from the NO and shares Y j with SDUs. According to the definitions, conditions X j ≥ Y j and X j = Y j hold for SSU j and PAP j, respectively. Inclusion of parameter γ j in the utility function forces SSU j to cooperate; otherwise, it diminishes its benefit from the spectrum sharing with SDUs. Note that γ j depends on SSU' traffic variation, (γ j = 0 for each PAP j). For a given incentive rate β, SSUs obtain a higher effective incentive if they avoid interrupting the ongoing transmission of SDUs, (for each PAP j, β j = 0). The interruption probability γ j and sharing rate α j = Y j /X j for every AP j are different in (4) . According to the definition of PAPs, α j = 1 for every PAP j. We can calculate the interruption probability using the traffic model of every SSU (See Section VI). The NO controls the spectrum sharing mechanism by adjusting (P, p, β) .
Under the DSG model, the NO's objective is to maximize its revenue by solving the following optimization problem:
which is a non-convex optimization problem due to the term j∈J Y j P j β j (1 − γ j ) in the objective function. We can replace the non-convex term P j β j with
2 to obtain a new objective function of the leader as
The objective function is not in concave form due to the convex term (P j − β j ) 2 . We use the first order approximation method to linearize the term (P j − β j ) 2 . Note that the higher order terms are not convex and including them in the approximation process increases the complexity. In other words, the higher-order terms are negligible in comparison to the one of the first-order. Besides, the non-convex term is a part of the main objective function. Therefore, the final form of the leader's objective function is given by
where τ is the iteration index. Now, the optimization problem is in convex form.
1) APs as the First Followers :
At the APs' side, every AP optimizes its own utility function which is given by
where the concave function U j defines the SSU j's benefit from using the spectrum X j − Y j for itself and E j represents the energy consumption function of SSU j due to the spectrum sharing process. The second term (8) is the cost that should be paid by SSU j to the NO. Term
is the reimbursement for SSU j due to the sharing Y j and Y j P j γ j is the penalty term due to the unpredicted interruptions caused by SSU j in the spectrum sharing. According to the utility function in (8), every SSU jointly optimizes X j and Y j for the given price and incentive rate. Formally, the optimization problem of every SSU j can be formulated as
where constraints (a) and (b) limit the requested spectrum from the NO and the spectrum shared by SSUs. Here, we propose a distributed solution for the SSU optimization problem (9) . While in its original form the problem is centrally solved, we can decompose it into subproblems to make it suitable for the large scale network. For this reason, we formulate the Lagrangian for the non-cooperative game of SSUs with coupled constraint j∈J X j ≤ W among SSUs as
, where λ j is the Lagrange multiplier. The subproblem which should be solved by every SSU j is given as
The master problem adjusting λ j is defined as
where G(λ) is the optimum solutions of optimization problems (10) in terms of λ. The master problem can be solved iteratively by
where τ is the iteration index, X j represents the demand of SSU j and ι is the learning rate. For simplicity in notations, we use parameter ι as learning/step size throughout the paper. The proposed distributed spectrum sharing game for SSUs is developed as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Distributed Game of SSUs
1: For a given (P, β, d), initialize Y j (τ ) and X j (τ ) and set τ = 0. 2: At each iteration τ . 3: Step 1: Each SSU j finds λ j (τ ) using (12). 4: Step 2: Each SSU j solves (10) to update Y j (τ ) and X j (τ ) and send them to other SSUs
2) Interruption-Aware AP Selection (IAS) Policy by SDUs (Second Followers):
Here, we use the basic notations D j and a j for the instant demanded and spectrum shared by SSUs when needed. The SDUs deal with the uncertainty issue by choosing the SSUs with the lowest traffic load in order to have more reliable access. For a given tuple (a, p, X), every SDU k maximizes their utility function defined by (13) where ω j denotes the cost of renting AP j to use the spectrum d k,j , and q j,k is the channel efficiency of SSU j for SDU k. If L j (k) denotes the cluster of SDUs having coupled utility with SDU k, then term 0 ≤ θ Xj ≤ 1 is the load index of SSU j and j∈J d k,j p k is the cost of the requested spectrum j∈J d k,j . The load index θ Xj can be calculated by
In (13), every SSU j is chosen depending on
, which is the total demand (load) of SDUs from SSU j in a cluster except SDU k. In the above, the term k ∈Lj (k) d k ,j couples utility functions of SDUs to each other. In order to decompose the coupled term, we assume that every SDU k keeps a local copy of other SDUs' demand as d (k) . Every SDU uses their local copies to locally optimize its demand. To generate the final result, every SDU has to update its local copies throughout the network. We develop the following optimization problem for SDUs:
where
k,j ensures that all SDUs use the same copies of demands. For this reason, every SDU iteratively sends its demand list around. In the above optimization problem, d
k,j is a local copy of d k,j at SDU k . Therefore, the constraint (a) is in term of local variables while the constraint (b) is a coupled constraint. To relax the coupled constraint in (14) we apply a dual decomposition [47] , [48] approach by forming Lagrangian as:
where ζ k,j is a dual variable. The Lagrangian is separated into K sub-problems such that the local version of the optimization problem that should be run by every SDU k is given as
The master problem can be solved iteratively by subgradient method at each SDU k by
Thus, every SDU k locally solves (16) and (17) Step 1: each SDU k updates ζ by (17) 3:
Step 2: each SDU k locally solves the problem in (16). 4: Step 3: each SDU k broadcasts its demand.
3) Single Operator Subgame Perfect Equilibrium (SOSPE) of DSG:
Problems (5), (9) and (14) create two embedded Stackelberg games where the objective of these games is to find the subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) points. Proof: The proof is straightforward. The proposed DSG includes different subgames among NO, SDUs and SSUs. Therefore, the SPE of DSG is the equilibrium point where players including NO, SDUs, and SSUs have no incentives to leave this point; otherwise, at least one of the players is not in its equilibrium point.
Theorem 1: Let P, p, and β be a solution of (5), D j and a j be a solution of (9) for every SSU j and d be a solution of (14) . Then (P, p, β, D, a, d) , the following conditions hold:
Proof: Inequality (a), (b), and (c) imply that the leader (NO) and the followers (SDUs or SSUs) choose their optimum strategy to obtain their market equilibrium points. The constraint (a) emphasizes that the NO runs its SPE strategy and it does not deviate from this state because it is in the optimum point. Likewise, the constraint (b) and (c) define the equilibrium point of SSUs and SDUs, respectively. Note that, in the equilibrium points, the supplies and demands are equal and players will not leave these points.
In (SOSPE), D * −j and a * −j define the optimum strategies of all SSUs except j in the demanding and sharing phases, respectively.
Theorem 2: For the proposed DSG, there is a unique SPE.
Proof: We use three convex optimization problems to maximize utilities of NO, SDUs, and SSUs. One can see that the optimization problem is in convex form. Thus, there is optimum solution for each one. According to (SOSPE), every player finds its optimum solution. Therefore, the game has a unique SPE.
In the proposed DSG, the SPE point can be achieved by iteratively solving problems 1, 2, and 3. The proposed DSG is developed as Algorithm 3. Step 1) Leader1 (NO) solves (5) to update (P(τ ), p(τ ), β(τ )) and broadcast (P(τ ), p(τ ), β(τ ), a(τ ), D(τ )). 4: Step 2) Every SSU j (the first followers) solves (10) to update (a(τ ), D(τ )) and send it back to the Leader 1. 5:
Algorithm 3 Double Stackelberg game (DSG) for Distributed Spectrum Sharing
Step 3) Leader2 (NO) broadcasts (p(τ ), a(τ )) to SDUs. 6: Step 4) The second followers (SDUs) solve (9) to update d(τ ) and return it back to the Leader2.
In the proposed game, the NO is the leader in both Stackelberg games. 
V. DYNAMIC NETWORK ARCHITECTURE WITH MULTIPLE OPERATORS

A. Spectrum Sharing in a Multiple Operator Scenario
In this section, we consider a multiple-operator DNA network [3] , where N operators deploy the DNA spectrum sharing model to serve their users. Fig. 4 shows a typical user j with MO contract interacting with SDUs and NOs. We use the scheme shown in Fig. 4 to convert a threelevel (NOs→SSUs→SDUs) to a two-level spectrum sharing model (NOs→SSUs). This conversion requires some changes in the notations used so far. We assume that the SDUs accept the whole spectrum shared by SSUs in order to focus on interactions between the SSUs and NOs. Therefore, the indices of NOs can be used to denote their user sets. The SSUs get spectrum from different NOs and share it with the SDUs belonging to different operators. The NOs adjust the price and incentive rate based on the amount of demand and spectrum shared by every SSU. According to Fig. 4 , we define matrix y in order to explicitly show the structure of the spectrum shared by users. We assume that every entry y j,n of y J×N denotes the spectrum shared by SSU j with the set of all SDUs belonging to NO n.
Every NO n shares its spectrum A n directly with APs and indirectly with SDUs. The NOs obtain revenue from serving users but they have to give reimbursements to motivate the SSUs inversely proportional to their interruption probabilities. We formulate the interactions between the NOs and SSUs as a Stackelberg game with multiple leaders and multiple followers. This Stackelberg game consists of two subgames. The first game is a cooperative game among the NOs optimizing sum of their payoffs for a given demand from users. The second game is a non-cooperative game among the SSUs maximizing individually their own utility for the given prices and incentive rates.
B. NOs as Leaders
Let us define the profit function for the main spectrum suppliers (NOs) as (18) , as shown at the top of the this page, where P n,n represents the prices set by NO n for SSUs and SDUs of NO n in a multiple-operator DNA network. In (18) , the term j∈Jn n ∈N P n,n y j,n is the revenue of NO n from SDUs using the spectrum shared by its APs in J n . The second term n ∈N j∈J n P n,n X j,n represents the revenue of nth NO from spectrum sharing with APs belonging to different operators. The third term n ∈N \n j∈J n P n ,n y j,n is paid by the n-th NO to APs in J for sharing spectrum with its SDUs. The amount of reimbursement by NO n for SSU j ∈ J n , ∀n ∈ N is denoted by P n,n β n,j (1−γ j,n )y j,n , where
γ j,n is the interruption probability of NO n's users by SSU j. Every SSU interrupts SDUs' transmission with different probability depending on the price and incentive rate of their corresponding NOs. This interruption probability in a multioperator scenario enables SSUs to motivate the NOs to reduce their prices or increase their incentive rates. Note that, for serving out-of-coverage SDUs, the NOs rely on SSUs. For this reason, γ j,n is an important parameter in a multiple-operator scenario controlled by the offered price and incentive rate of the NOs.
Proposition 3: Every SSU j ∈ J n of NO n deploys a price and incentive-aware interruption policy (PIP) to reclaim the allocated spectrum to SDUs of NO n with probability γ j,n defined as
where γ j is the average packet arrival probability of SSU j. Using PIP, the SSUs would interrupt the SDUs belonging to high-price and low-incentive operators with higher probability. For the simplicity in notation we assume that the SSUs only consider price in their interruption policy. Therefore, the last term of (18) is reformulated as
With all this in mind, the first game can be formulated as
where P N ×N and β N ×J are the price and incentive vectors, respectively. The problem should be centrally solved in its original form due to the coupled pricing term in the objective (20) . Every NO requires to know about other NOs' pricing to be able to optimize its revenue. We use dual decomposition approach [47] - [49] to develop a distributed pricing game among NOs. In this approach, the NOs constantly exchange their prices in order to optimize their profit. We reformulate the objective function in (18) aŝ
and the optimization problem (20) as
where P (n ) n,n represents a local copy of price P n,n seen by NO n . In the proposed distributed method, every NO constantly keeps a local copy of other NOs' prices and sends its price to other NOs. For consistency, the local copies of prices need to be equal to the real ones (P n,n = P (n ) n,n ). The objective function in (22) is in terms of local variables except the coupled constraint (c). To solve (22), we again use the dual decomposition approach. In this process we also use inequality e f n,n ,j ≤ P n,n β n,j and
to approximate the non-convex terms in objective function. We can reformulate (22) for each NO n as
Problem 4-2 : max
Pn,β n ,fn,g n j∈Jn n ∈N P n,n y j,n
where χ n,n is Lagrange multiplier for inconsistency of prices and can be updated by
The optimization problem (24) is still non-convex due to the convex function e g n,n ,j in the objective and concave function ln ( n ∈N ,n =n P (n) n ,n + P n,n ) in constraint (d). We can use the first order approximation method [47] , [48] as in (4) and (5) Step 1: Every NO n updates χ n (τ ). 4: Step 2: Every NO n solves (24) to update and broadcast 5: (Pn(τ ), p n (τ ), β n (τ )).
Algorithm 4 defines a distributed cooperative spectrum sharing between NOs when SSUs use a price-based interruption policy (PIP). Using DCSS (Algorithm 4), the NOs are able to optimize their profit through a cooperative game to reach the optimum point of their actions.
C. SSUs as Followers
Once a packet/call arrives at a SSU j while it has already assigned all its available spectrum to SDUs, it chooses some SDUs in L j to be interrupted depending on their corresponding NOs' price, incentive rate, and channel quality. The proposed utility function of every SSU j is given by
where U j is a concave function reflecting the gain of SSU j from using the spectrum for itself. Every SSU j of NO n should pay the cost n ∈N P n ,n X j,n to the NOs due to using a portion of the spectrum for itself. In the above, the term n ∈N P n ,n β n ,j (1 − γ j,n )y j,n is the amount of reimbursement for SSU j. The game among the SSUs can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
Here, we have an optimization problem with a convex objective function and a coupled constraint j∈J X j,n ≤ W n . We form the Lagrangian of (27) in order to split the main problem into smaller local subproblems [50] . We take a dual decomposition by relaxing the coupling constraint in problem (27) to obtain:
where is a dual variable and the optimization problem can be locally solved by every SSU j. Every SSU j uses Algorithm 5 to solve (28).
Algorithm 5
Distributed Spectrum Sharing for SSUs 1: At each iteration τ . 2: Step 1: n is updated by every NO n as j,n (τ
3: Broadcast (τ + 1) to the SSUs. 4: Step 2: each SSU j locally solves the problem in (28). 5: Step 3: each SSU j broadcasts (X j,n (τ ), y j,n (τ )).
In Algorithm 5, every NO n updates j,n for every SSU j at each iteration t. Then, it sends around (τ + 1). Every SSU j uses the new value of j,n (τ + 1) to solve the optimization problem (28) . The optimal solutions of (28) are used in the next iterations. Note that step 1 in Algorithm 5 can be locally calculated at SSUs. So, the optimization problem (28) can be solved distributively by every SSU j for a given set of prices and incentive rates.
D. Multiple Operator Subgame Perfect Equilibrium (MOSPE)
In the proposed multiple operator spectrum sharing model, the SPE is an equilibrium state where NOs and SSUs have no incentives to deviate from that point.
Theorem 3: Let (P, β) be a solution of (24) for NOs and (D, a) be a solution of (28) (P,β, D, a) .
The first constraint implies that the NOs maximize their profit for a given D * and a * by finding optimum (P * , β * ). The second one defines the Nash equilibrium point for the noncooperative game between SSUs. In the equilibrium points, supplies and demands are equal and players will not leave those points. We propose Algorithm 6 to solve the spectrum sharing in a multiple-operator scenario. Step 1: Every leader (NO) n solves (24) to update and broadcast (P n (τ ), β n (τ )) Continue this procedure until reaches to the equilibrium point. Every leader (NO) n broadcasts (P n (τ ), β(τ )) of the equilibrium to SSUs. 4: Step 2: Every SSU (Follower) j solves (28) to update and broadcast a j (τ ) and D j (τ ) Continue this procedure until attains to the equilibrium point Every SSU (Follower) j broadcasts a j (τ ) and D j (τ ) of the equilibrium to leaders.
VI. LOW LATENCY AND NETWORK RELIABILITY User-centric distributed spectrum sharing (UDSS) is inherently opportunistic since SSUs share their unused spectrum with SDUs depending on their current traffic volume and offered incentive rate and price. Once SSUs reclaim their spectrum, they stop the ongoing SDUs' transmissions to start their own transmissions. This interruption probability depends on the operators' settings (e.g. price and incentive rate). Therefore, operators can control their coverage and outage probability by adjusting incentive and price. In other words, if an operator needs an Internet connectivity somewhere, a new SSU can be motivated to share its unused resources. Failing to convince users to share their resources results in spectrum outage. Based on this, we calculate the interruption probability (IP) and the spectrum outage probability (SOP) for single and muti-operator scenarios to investigate how NOs and users can benefit in such time-varying networks. These parameters are then used to analyze transmission latency and reliability of guaranteed latency. As before, we assume that the SSUs use TDMA scheme to share their spectrum with the SDUs. Furthermore, the SDUs and SSUs transmit a fixed-size data frame during each time-slot. Therefore, every spectrum sharing parameter, e.g. X j , Y j , and d j,k are in terms of the number of time-slots.
A. Latency and Reliability in Single-Operator Scenario
The IP should be investigated in more detail in order to improve the performance of spectrum sharing in DNA networks.
Definition 4: The average IP of an ongoing transmission of SDU k in a given channel (time-slot) of SSU j can be calculated by
where Instead of using Poisson distribution for new arrivals, in the calculation of interruption probabilities, the channel availability can be estimated by a learning process based on the real channel observations and predictions by Multi-Armed Bandits theory [51] . This is however out of the scope of this paper and should be dealt in a separate paper.
The probability that an allocated time-slot is used by SDU k without an interruption by the SSU j, i.e. z ≤ (X j −Y j ), is 1− γ j,k . If SSU j has more than (X j −Y j ) packet arrivals, it stops transmissions of SDU k depending on d j,k /Y j . In the above equation, ρ j represents the average selection probability of the SDUs to be interrupted. The average interruption probability (AIP) can be calculated by
In the second market, every SSU j supplies the spectrum to the SDUs with probability (1−γ j ). We define spectrum outage of SDUs for a DNA network as an event when none of SSUs inside a cluster can provide the spectrum during a period of time. We assume that each user can reach any of the SSUs in the cluster. In IoT networks one of the key performance merits is limited latency in the data transmission. For the given upper bound on the latency (δ) the network reliability is defined as a probability that the requirements for the limited latency will be met. 
So, the network reliability is defined as
In a homogeneous scenario when the SSUs have equal arrival rates κ, the SOP can be calculated by γ Jδ j . The average spectrum supplied by SSU j for SDUs can be calculated by
B. Latency and Reliability in Multiple-Operator Scenario
In a multiple-operator scenario, the SSUs have to decide about SDUs belonging to which NO should be interrupted once a new traffic arrives when all available spectrum has been assigned. Thus, every SSU can have different spectrum interruption preference level to the SDUs reflecting their corresponding NOs' prices and incentive rates.
Definition 6: The average interruption probability of ongoing transmissions of the SDUs belonging to NO n in a given channel (time-slot) of SSU j of NO n can be calculated by
The interruption probability γ j,n in a multiple-operator scenario not only depends on the traffic of SSU j of NO n but also incentive rate β n ,j and price P n ,n of NO n . In the above equation, SSU j drops with higher probability the ongoing transmissions of the SDUs belonging to the NO with a higher price and lower incentive rate. According to the proposed price and incentive-based interruption scheme (PIP), every SSU j of NO n supplies the spectrum
to SDUs of NO n . In the SSU's side, the probability that an SSU j is selected by SDUs is given by
are the relative non-interruption probability and portion of the spectrum shared by SSU j, respectively. It means that SDUs prefer to select SSUs with lower IP and larger amount of shared spectrum. In a multiple-operator scenario for a given latency threshold δ, the average spectrum outage probability of every SDU belonging to NO n is given by
and network reliability again as r δ {n} = 1 − O n with δ as the transmission latency threshold.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to validate and analyze the performance of the proposed solutions, CVX tools are used to implement optimization problems in Matlab. We consider a network with three NOs and assume that their users are uniformly distributed within the simulated network, unless stated otherwise. To serve their users, the NOs deploy three different types of network infrastructure: FNI, HNI, and DNI (Fig. 5) . Furthermore, we assume that the NO with FNI deploys at most five PAPs and the NO with HNI has two PAPs as its fixed part of infrastructure. For a single-operator scenario, only one of the possible strategies will be activated. Every NO owning 20 MHz serves 5-20 SDUs in the network. Furthermore, we assume that the sharing rate α j of SSU j changes between 0.1 and 0.5 unless mentioned otherwise. According to the concept of DNA, this range of sharing rates needs to be investigated in more detail since very small sharing rate (α j < 0.1) is unable to make a big change in the network performance. Higher sharing rates (α j > 0.5) imply that most of the users share their free resources with SDUs in the network. The SSUs, PAPs and SDUs are randomly distributed throughout the network. In order to calculate the channel efficiency for SDUs, we only consider path-loss. First, we consider profit and utility of NO and SSUs under the proposed double Stackelberg game and optimization problems for both single and multi-operator scenarios. Finally, we investigate the network reliability to guarantee a given latency in the transmissions of the proposed spectrum sharing schemes for both single and multi-operator scenarios.
A. Single Operator Scenario
We analyze the proposed games and optimization problems in terms of profit of network operators and utility of both SSUs and SDUs. Figs. 6-7 are based on solving the proposed double Stackelberg game and optimization problems for single operator scenario, where every SSU with different traffic volumes competes with other SSUs to get enough spectrum for themselves and also to share it with the SDUs. Fig. 6 presents the normalized profit of the NO with different strategies versus the number of SDUs. We can see that deploying DNA concept by the NO significantly improves its profit by factor 200% and 250%. According to this result, the DNI strategy is more suitable for any network with low-traffic users since they might have unused spectrum for sharing with other users. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the SSUs prefer to participate in spectrum sharing process of a NO with DNI strategy instead of HNI. Increasing the number of SSUs results in an improvement in the utility function. Depending on the traffic load of the SSUs, their average utility can be improved by choosing DNI between 50% and 60% in comparison to the HDI strategy.
The average utility per SDU versus the number of SDUs with γ as a parameter is shown in Fig. 8 . By increasing the number of SDUs, the available resources including the spectrum and the SSU should be shared among more SDUs so that the performance per user decreases. In the proposed model, SDUs try to choose the less utilized APs to have more reliable access. One can see from Fig. 8 that DNI strategy results in significant benefit for SDUs in comparison to FNI. Fig. 9 is generated based on the proposed double Stackelberg game and the optimization problems for multi-operator scenario, where the SSUs with different traffic volumes and the NOs with different strategies compete with to improve their benefit. Fig. 9 presents profit of the NOs with different strategies versus the number of SDUs with γ as parameter. We can see that deploying DNA concept in addition to a fixed infrastructure by the NOs significantly improves their profit. According to the result, the HNI strategy is more suitable for a NO in a competitive market. This dominant strategy can improve utility of the NO at least by factor three.
B. Mutiple-Operator Scenario
C. Complexity and Convergence
Figs. 10-12 show the number of iterations required to reach the equilibrium point by Algorithm 3. According to the figures, the proposed game among SSUs, SDUs and NO quickly (20 iterations) reaches the equilibrium point when the NO deploys FNI (see Fig. 10 ). The NO with strategies DNI and HNI requires at least 30 and 40 iterations, respectively, depending on the learning rate. Fig. 13 shows the convergece result of a multi-operator scenario, where NOs deploy UDSS model to share their spectrum. According to the results, the proposed algorithm requires at least 80 iterations based on proper learning rate. The convergence of the proposed algorithms is achieved after a finite number of iterations and thus, Algorithms 1-5 are guaranteed to reach an equilibrium point. Due to their transmission range, the SDUs and SSUs can reach a limited number of users in their vicinity, and thus, the number of alternatives is finite. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms converge to the equilibrium points with a limited number of iterations. For the practical implementation of the algorithms, communication between players is required only for updating (per iteration) price, incentive rate, demands and sharing values, which can be done through the common control channel.
D. Latency and Network Reliability
In Fig. 14 for a NO with DNI strategy, one can see that the network reliability is improved by increasing the number of SSUs J and non-availability interval measured in number of time-slots δ. According to Fig. 14 , an efficient DNA network even for delay-sensitive applications (real-time services with δ = 1) can simply be established if the NOs are able to introduce enough SSUs to the network. On the other hand, the DNA spectrum sharing model is very efficient for delaytolerant applications (services tolerating δ > 1). For the arrival rate κ = 0.9 and δ = 1, the network reliability would be improved by 60% if the number of SSUs J increases from 1 to 2. Fig. 15 shows results for a simple scenario including two different network operators with equal incentive rate β. We assume that these NOs are sharing spectrum with together and the first operator (blue curves) increases its price between 1 and 5 while the second operator (red curves with triangles) has a fixed price equal to 2. According to Fig. 15 , an increase in the price results in a significant reduction in the network reliability of the first operator if only one SSU is used. On the other hand, introducing enough SSUs to the network reduces the spectrum outage probability significantly and increase network reliability. Notice that Fig. 15 shows the results for delay-sensitive applications (δ = 1). With enough motivated SSUs in the network, NOs can improve network reliability for low latency services. In general, the spectrum outage (or reliability) depends on the network parameter setting. For instance in our setting, in Fig. 15 , introducing one extra SSU can significantly reduce the spectrum outage probability in the network.
In order to show the selection probability of available SSUs, we assume that all SSUs except SSU j have equal interruption probabilityγ = 0.4. Furthermore, every SSU shares spectrum a = 2 MHz. Thus, we reformulate (36) for SSU j as Fig. 16 shows the impact of the number of candidate SSUs J and interruption probability γ on the probability of selecting a given SSU j by an SDU. As expected, the SSUs with lower interruption probability have the higher selection probability. Furthermore, the SSUs can significantly increase their selection probability by increasing their sharing rate a j . Obviously, the number of competitors (SSUs) can affect the selection probability. Therefore, the SSUs with lower interruption probability have more chances to increase their selection probability by adjusting their sharing rates even when there are many competing SSUs. For the number of SSUs J = 5 the selection probability of given SSU j increases by a factor of 10 if the interruption probability γ j reduces from 0.7 to 0.2.
In summary, our analysis shows that the NOs and SSUs can benefit from deploying the user-centric spectrum sharing model depending on different adjustments of network parameters, e.g. α, β and prices. Higher demands by SSUs result in a significant improvement of NOs' profits while there is an optimum demand for every SSU. The number of SSUs significantly enhances the profit while it moderately improves the SDU's utility. The convergence of proposed algorithms for user-centric spectrum sharing model depend on the adjustment of the learning rate. Fig. 15 . The network reliability for a two-operator scenario versus price with βn = 0.5, κ = 0.9, P 2 = 2, and δ = 1. Fig. 16 . The selection probability of a candidate SSU j (38) versus the shared spectrum a j withγ = 0.4 andā = 2.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed and analyzed a new user-centric networking paradigm for ubiquitous spectrum sharing mechanism where every user can share and use the spectrum. The proposed user-centric spectrum sharing mechanism enables users to share their unused resources independent of time and location. A game theoretic solution is used to model and solve the proposed problem for single and multipleoperator scenarios. In addition, we have developed a dynamic strategy to deal with the uncertainty of traffic in the spectrum sharing process by the SDUs where SSUs may occasionally reclaim their shared spectrum. Also, a price and incentivebased interruption policy for SSUs has been proposed, where every SSU interrupts the SDUs' transmissions according to the price and incentive rates of their corresponding NOs. We analyze network latency and reliability of UDSS under uncertainty of traffic patterns of SSUs to show that DNA always can be an option for the network operators to extend their network coverage and capacity.
The numerical results show that the UDSS model, depending on different settings, can improve at least 100% and 30% profit and utility for NOs and SDUs, respectively. Furthermore, network reliability is significantly improved depending on the network parameters for SSUs and NOs. The numerical results indicate a significant improvement in utilities of NOs, and SSUs if they apply our model in DNA.
As future work, we will consider co-channel interference in the spectrum sharing mechanism in order to increase frequency reuse in DNA networks.
